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Chapter 1

All Students Can Learn

“Will this count toward my fi nal mark?” an anxious student wants to know. 
Most students start school wanting to learn, but common educational prac-
tices, especially conventional marking, conspire to change students’ attitudes 
as they go through school. By their later primary school years, most students 
talk about marks more than they talk about learning, and this preoccupa-
tion continues through secondary school and beyond. As students progress 
through school, their dissatisfaction with and cynicism about marks increases, 
and their belief in the fairness of the marks they receive declines (Evans & 
Engelberg, 1988). How did it come to this? What have we done?

Th e Foundation
Th e premise of this book is the implicit promise or commitment teachers make 
to their students: in my class, in this school, all students can learn. Students 
won’t all learn the same things at the same level of profi ciency or in the same 
amount of time, but if students are in school, they are there to learn something. 
It doesn’t take much of a leap to get to the implied questions: So, did they learn? 
What did they learn, and how well?

Marks are imperfect, shorthand answers to these questions. Assignment  
results are summaries of student performance on specific pieces of work. 
School reports are summaries of student performance over sets of work. Th ese 
sets of work are usually intended to refl ect learning goals derived from state 
and national standards. Th is book will show how to produce marks – both 
for single assignments and for school reports – that eff ectively communicate 
students’ achievement of these learning goals.

Of course, marks are not the only answers to these questions. Conferences 
with students and parents, narrative reports and other communication meth-
ods can supplement them. Given the number of students in the education 
system, however, some sort of effi  cient summary mark has seemed necessary, 
at least since the advent of the common school (S.G.B., 1840/1992). In almost 
every school system today, assigning marks is part of a teacher’s job. So if you 
have to do it, you might as well do it well!

Two big ideas follow from this foundation. Th ese ideas should undergird 
your assessment decisions. School  and system assessment policies should be 
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consistent with them. Th ey are the principles on which all the recommenda-
tions in this book are based.

1. Marks should refl ect student achievement of intended learning 
outcomes.

2. Marking policies should support and motivate student eff ort and 
learning.

Principle 1 addresses the implicit question “What did students learn (on 
this assignment or during this reporting period)?” Principle 2 addresses the 
larger question of how to create the kind of atmosphere that supports learn-
ing. Marking policies that are intended to elicit student compliance are not 
conducive to the active pursuit of learning.

Th e current standards-based climate forces these issues for us. Perhaps you, 
too, feel the pressure that other educators have reported from national profi -
ciency tests. On the face of it, it seems like the pressure of external tests would 
also ramp up the pressure for traditional scoring and marking practices in 
the classroom. Paradoxically, though, we can actually use a focus on stan-
dards to our advantage. Standards describe the objects of students’ achieve-
ment – what they are to learn – more clearly than conventional assessment 
categories (mathematics, English, music and so on). Th is makes room for stan-
dards-based marking and other assessment reforms that focus on learning and 
achievement. What matters is not whether these practices are standards-based 
or conventional, but whether they support learning.

How Not  to Use Marks
Th is is a true story about what happens when marks are not about learning. I 
was fresh out of university and had not yet secured my fi rst teaching position. 
So, like many of you, I did substitute teaching. Within my fi rst month of sub-
bing, I was assigned to cover four days for a high school social studies teacher. 
Because he knew he was going to be out, he had planned in advance, and we 
had a brief meeting the week before he left .

One of his classes was composed of ten young men who attended voca-
tional-technical school in the morning and came to school in the aft ernoon for 
their two required academic classes: English and social studies. According to 
this teacher, they “didn’t want to be there”, and he was afraid they would pose 
a discipline problem while he was gone. Th erefore, he had given them a group 
presentation assignment, and my “lesson plan” was to listen to the groups’ 
presentations, one each day, and mark them. Th e scores I gave would “stick”, 
he said. By that he meant he would really use them in his students’ reports. He 
hoped that this would motivate the students to behave themselves.
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I had just completed a primary teacher-preparation program and had 
almost no experience with managing secondary school students. And what 
was I given as my only instruction? Assess!

If you think this was a disaster waiting to happen, you’re right. When I 
arrived on Monday, I found that three groups had done absolutely nothing 
and one student in the fourth group had prepared a few note cards to read to 
the class. Th e teacher had asked me to hand in the marks to him, so I did. I 
gave Fs to the groups that did nothing and a B to the group that did something, 
even though it was pretty dismal. It was clear that the students really didn’t 
care one way or the other.

But the feared discipline problems didn’t materialise. Th e students and I 
mostly just talked. Back then, I felt I had probably wasted their time, that I 
should somehow have been able to teach them some social studies. I felt bad 
that I didn’t have enough content knowledge to at least tell them something 
about their topics. Older and wiser now, I realise that in that context these 
students weren’t really going to learn much anyway.

Why not? Th ere were a lot of reasons, as you can probably tell, but the judg-
mental use of marks was a big contributor. First, assessment in that class was 
about discipline and control. It was the teacher’s “big stick”. And in this case, 
it was to be wielded on ten students who had a long history of being unsuc-
cessful in their academic classes. Not only was this plan not about learning, 
but it sent the message to these students that their teacher didn’t trust them 
(and he didn’t). Second, I had been instructed to assess the presentations, but 
there were no criteria for them, no expectations except that they would fi ll a 
fi ft y-minute period and be on certain topics. So the assignment dehumanised 
the students and disrespected the content at the same time. And group assess-
ments are a whole other issue in themselves – see chapter 4 for more about that.

Every time I think of this story, it makes me sad. But I am no longer power-
less to do anything about it, as I was then. Th e principles and practices I share 
in this book are, basically, the opposite of everything in this story. Th ey are 
designed to help readers be the antithesis of the teacher in this story. Ulti-
mately, they are designed to make school learning better for those ten young 
men and other students like them.

Common Terminology
Before getting into specifi cs, it will be helpful to establish defi nitions for some 
common terms that will appear throughout this book. 

In this Australian edition of the book, we will be using the word mark as 
opposed to the American term grade. Whichever word you use, both terms are 
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commonly used to mean both the score on an individual assignment and the 
symbol (letter or number) or sometimes level (such as “profi cient”) on a school 
report (Taylor & Nolen, 2005). O’Connor (2009) uses the term to mean only 
the score on a report, and not the one on individual assignments. However, the 
dual usage is so common that perhaps the best way to handle it is to accept it 
and live with it. Th at is the approach I will take in this book. I endeavor to be 
very clear about whether I am talking about individual assignment marks or 
marks in a school report.

Marks for individual assignments should refl ect the achievement demon-
strated in the work. Marks in reports should refl ect the achievement demon-
strated in the body of work for that reporting period. I’ll have a lot more to say 
about that throughout the book, but for now, just consider achievement as part 
of the defi nition of mark.

Scores are numbers. Some individual assignments, most notably tests, 
receive scores that result from a scoring procedure. Th e scoring procedure 
should be defi ned. For example, on a test made up of multiple-choice, true/
false or matching items, a typical scoring procedure is to give one point for 
each correct answer. Tests that have multi-point problems or essay questions 
require clear scoring schemes that defi ne how to allocate the points.

Validity means the degree to which marks or scores actually mean what you 
intend them to mean. In the case of marking, if you intend a report to indicate 
achievement of a standard, the mark should do that – and not, for example, 
represent attendance, how appealing a student’s personality is or something 
extraneous like that. In the case of a classroom unit test score, if you intend 
the test score to indicate the achievement of a science unit’s learning goals, 
the score should do that – and not, for example, represent how beautiful the 
student’s handwriting is, or how well the student could read very complicated 
passages in some of the questions.

Reliability is the level of confi dence you have in the consistency or accuracy 
of a measure. So, for example, in the case of that test score, how close is the 
percentage correct to the real level of achievement “inside the kid’s head”, and 
how much is it infl uenced by the form of the questions, time of day, inaccura-
cies in the teacher’s use of scoring procedures, and so on? Th ere will always be 
some inconsistencies (errors) in measurement, but you want to keep them as 
small as possible.

Marking is only one kind of student assessment or evaluation. Both of these 
terms, assessment and evaluation, are broader in scope than marking. Evalua-
tion means judgment or appraisal of the value or worth of something. All eval-
uative judgments, not just marks, should be based on high-quality evidence 
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that is relevant to the particular kind of judgment you are making. Assessment 
is a general term that means any process for obtaining information.

Classes, schools, programs, textbooks and materials are also commonly 
evaluated. In this book, we follow the convention that if we are talking about 
appraisals of students, we will use the term assessment. If we are talking about 
appraisals of classes, schools, programs, textbooks and materials, we will use 
the term evaluation.

Formative assessment means that students and teachers gather and use 
information about student progress toward the achievement of learning goals 
as the learning is taking place. Information from formative assessments helps 
both students and teachers with decisions and actions that improve learning. 
Summative assessment is assessment that is conducted aft er the learning has 
taken place to certify what has been learnt. Marking is one form of summative 
assessment. Unlike formative assessment, in which students must participate, 
summative assessment is usually the teacher’s responsibility.

Student Ass ess  ment
Assessment information that is used for marking is only a subset of all the pos-
sible assessment information that is available for a student. Assessment infor-
mation may be about student achievement, but it may also be about students’ 
attitudes, eff ort, interests, preferences, attendance, behaviour and so on. All of 
this information is relevant for knowing your students, providing appropriate 
instruction, taking appropriate action with regard to student behaviour, coach-
ing students in their work, talking with them and inspiring them. So when in 
this book we say that marks should be based on achievement information only, 
that does not imply that you should ignore the rest of the information you have 
about students.

Figure 1.1 presents a diagram of the relationships among all the diff erent 
kinds of information a teacher gathers about students. Discussions of assess-
ment oft en refer to three of these categories: (1) assessment information (every-
thing a teacher assesses about a student), (2) reporting information (only those 
measures and observations the teacher reports) and (3) marking information 
(only those measures and observations the teacher reports in a mark represent-
ing student achievement) (Frisbie & Waltman, 1992; O’Connor, 2009). Figure 
1.1 completes the picture by adding the classroom-only information that the 
teacher uses formatively and does not report.
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Ext ernal P ress  ures  on Marking Policies 
Changing marking policies and practices is not simply a matter of deciding to 
do something diff erent. Marking happens in a context. Th is context is some-
what diff erent in each community but oft en includes pressures from parents 
and community members and from higher education. Th ese pressures tend 
to favour conventional, competitive practices that rank students. Changing 
marking policies and practices will require addressing these pressures.

Parent and Community Press  ures 
Parents and community members have defi nite expectations for marking poli-
cies and practices. However, some of these expectations may not be helpful and 
may present an opportunity for parent education. For example, even parents 
of young children seem to want schools to use letter-based marks and to pro-
vide information that compares their child to other students (Huntsinger & 
Jose, 2009). Yet normative marking – comparing students to one another – is 
harmful educationally (Ames & Archer, 1988; Dweck, 2000). Moreover, the 
information that Hannah does something better than Johnny and worse than 
Yolanda reveals nothing about what Hannah actually knows and can do.

In schools with traditional letter marking, parents sometimes misconstrue 
the meaning of the letters, In Victoria, for example, the “average” letter mark 
that most teachers give is a C, with A’s only being given to students who are 
18 months ahead of the expected level for their age. So parents whose children 
bring home Cs may think their child’s marks are poor when, in fact, the stu-
dent is performing at the expected level.

Parents’ ideas about marking can vary among diff erent communities. In 
one US study, Chinese American and European American parents of students 
in the fi rst years of school had diff erent expectations. Th e Chinese American 
parents were, on average, less satisfi ed than the European American parents 
with the descriptive scales oft en used with younger children, such as “1 = con-
sistently demonstrating, 2 = progressing and 3 = requires additional attention” 
(Huntsinger & Jose, 2009, p. 404). Both groups wanted comparative informa-
tion about their children. We know, however, that information about what 
individual students have actually accomplished is more helpful for teaching 
and learning.

Th e larger point here is that you should not assume that everyone shares 
one perspective on marks and their meaning. You can expect a diversity of 
perspectives, and you can expect that whatever the perspective, the person 
holding it thinks it is in the student’s best interests. Th is book will make rec-
ommendations for how to communicate your marking policies to parents and 
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how to give them diff erent kinds of information without confounding the 
meaning of your marks.

Higher Education Press  ures 
At least at the senior secondary level, teachers and principals perceive expec-
tations for using marking practices that function well to rank students. Most 
universities rely on these ranks to assess a student’s suitability for admission. 
In workshop settings, I have oft en heard secondary school teachers state that 
they must give certain kinds of marks because universities expect it. I have even 
heard some middle years school teachers say that they must give certain kinds 
of marks because parents want to be sure their children will be ready to gain 
admission to selective schools or prestigious universities.

To be honest, I think some of those teachers were copping out. (“I don’t 
want to change my marking practices, and here’s an excuse not to.”) But some 
of them were expressing a real dilemma and real discomfort at confrontations 
with assertive parents.

Time for Self-Refl ect ion
Take a moment to think about your own approach to marking, your own 
history with it, and in general where you’re coming from when it comes to 
marks and marking. Everyone’s background is a little diff erent. In fact, my 
own marking background is part of what led me to write this book. So fi rst, I 
ask that you give serious refl ection time to the questions in fi gure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Self-refl ection questions on your marking background

Refl ect on your personal experience with marking.

1. Do you have a story from your own career as a student where marks play 

a prominent role? If so, tell that story. What did you learn from it?

2. When you fi rst became a teacher, did you feel prepared to “give marks” 

to students, either on individual assignments or on report cards? Describe 

your fi rst efforts at marking and what you learnt from them.

3. What are the main principles you use in your current marking practices? 

How have they been infl uenced by your previous experiences?

4. Are you satisfi ed with your current marking practices? Where do you want 

to focus your next steps in the development of your marking practices?© H
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Now that you have answered these questions, I will share my personal 
refl ections (fi gure 1.3). How is your story like mine? How is it diff erent?

1. Do you have a story from your own career as a student where marks play 

a prominent role? If so, tell that story. What did you learn from it?

In Year 10, a girlfriend and I were tied in class rank. In Year 12, she took 

a more diffi cult schedule than I did, and she learnt more. But she got a 

B in a university-level biology course, so she slipped behind me in class 

rank. At the end of the year, I got an academic prize that was based 

on class rank. I felt like a fraud. My year of “coasting” had resulted in 

marks that made me look smarter than my friend, and it wasn’t true. At 

the time, I just felt bad. With hindsight, I believe that was a pathetic les-

son to have taught two excellent students.

2. When you fi rst became a teacher, did you feel prepared to “give marks” 

to students, either on individual assignments or on report cards? Describe 

your fi rst efforts at marking and what you learnt from them.

My teaching career began with a half year of daily substituting. Then 

I accepted a position in a Year 3 classroom when the teacher left af-

ter the fi rst term. Three reading groups were already in place, and the 

assessment folder was already set up, including places for “oral read-

ing” marks. So there I sat, with a group of seven students taking turns 

reading out loud to me while the rest of the class was doing seatwork. I 

had no criteria, no marking scale (what should I put? A? 100? 4?), and 

no experience with marking oral reading. Each reading group, and each 

student in each group, read something different. I just “made it up”. I 

put 100 for readers whose work I liked, and 90, 80, and 70 for lesser 

performances, although I could not have told you in any given case why I 

came up with the scores I did. Again, I felt like a fraud.

3. What are the main principles you use in your current marking practices? 

How have they been infl uenced by your previous experiences?

Infl uenced by the experiences I have already recounted and others like 

them, I read research on marking and did some research on the subject 

myself. I have become thoroughly convinced that no marking system 

will ever be perfect but that, on balance, marking on achievement is the 

best policy. It solves many problems, and it is defensible educationally. 

Marking on achievement gives students information about what they 

know and can do, and it supports students’ self-regulation and feelings 

of control over their learning.

Figure 1.3: The author’s personal refl ections on marking. continued 
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